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Introduction
•

This programme attempts to extract any additional information about the
ground that may have been ignored with current approaches – particularly
relating to the electrical resistivity of the sub-surface and in paved areas.

•

The first blue-sky topic is to see if any information can be non-invasively
extracted about the condition of road surfaces (Ting).

•

The second blue-sky topic is to see if any information can be non-invasively
extracted about the extent of tree roots in paved areas (Alexandra and
Andrei).

•

The third blue-sky topic is to see if any information can be non-invasively
extracted about the level of wetness below surfaces from water leaks and
poor drainage (Farzad).

Concept – Low-Cost Road Surface Condition Monitoring
Electrical resistivity survey techniques have been used to good effect for archaeological
surveying and larger-scale geophysical material properties investigations.
The University of Birmingham has implemented a non-contact, electrical resistivity system
capable of rapidly surveying a paved urban area. An alternating electrical current is injected
into the ground using small capacitor plates. The electric field is sensed using two similar
capacitor plates to form a Wenner electrode array.
As a simple rule-of-thumb, a low-frequency electrical sensor can typically detect objects to
depths of about half the sensor size – thus we are looking for artefacts within the top 10 cm
of the asphalt surface.

This poster will concentrate on the determination of road surface condition
using alternative measurement techniques.

Current Practice
•
•
•

Human Inspection.
Laser Scanning.
GPR Surveys.

Real low-cost ‘Blue Peter’ engineering!

Box-it-up and screen with a kitchen baking dish.

Healthy Cynicism

Field Trials

The
first
results
collected
appeared too good to be true.
There was a possibility that the
sensor was simply measuring the
contact area of the asphalt with the
sensor device.
So we have
expended much effort modelling
and attempting to provide truth
data in the laboratory.

First, find a really high-quality
asphalt surface and pull the device
along.

This Poster

We are now pretty sure that this
simple, low-cost sensor provides
both surface roughness (via the
capacitance value) and moisture
content (via the resistance value).

Then repeat for a range of age and
decay conditions.

The Hypothesis and Modelling
Hypothesis A : A road surface can be modelled electrically as a series of resistors and capacitors…..
Hypothesis B: A good condition asphalt is
highly resistive with low values of capacitance
(low permittivity) ….
Hypothesis C: A crack, or void, is water filled
with lower resistivity and higher values of
capacitance (increased permittivity) ….

Laboratory truth data was obtained
by using a specially manufactured
thick layer of conductive foam.

Hypothesis Testing - Take a device capable of measuring resistivity and permittivity

On a Larger Scale
However, such an apparently simple sensor is actually
very complicated to model and implement effectively.
Multiple sensitivity analyses are required to ensure that the
sensor responds to the asphalt rather than the surroundings.

This allows calibration of our sensor
against materials with known
resistivities. It also allows simulated
rough surfaces to be constructed.

Unless we are trying to image a
particular flaw, a collection of
measurements are made at random
positions and the statistics analysed.

